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Editorial for the Communicator must reach the Editor on or before the second Thursday of
the month for inclusion in that month’s issue. Any and all articles are welcome; however
the editors reserve the right to choose content suitability for publication.
To submit articles, items for publication, letters to the editor or to ask questions of our
technical writers, please address all correspondence to The Editor at the address shown on
the front cover or via email to phil.48@bigpond.com If you know of anyone who wants to
advertise in the Communicator, space and charges are available on request, speak to a
committee member for more information.
ACRM SA Inc.
c\- Chris or Phil
08 8522 6081.
Editors Phil Richards
08 8522 6081 e-mail:- phil.48@bigpond.com
Chris Richards
08 8522 6081 e-mail:- chris.49@bigpond.com
Graham Tucker
08 8523 1082 e-mail:- tucktwo@adam.com.au
Webmaster: Adrian Menzel 08 8581 7149 e-mail:- akmen@bigpond.com
Or via our postal address, PO Box 69 Munno Para SA 5115
Meeting dates.
ACRM SA Inc. Meetings are on the FOURTH TUESDAY of each month.
There is no meeting in December, thus November each year is a break-up meeting.
Aug’s OCM is on 25th.
Sept’s OCM will be the 22nd.
ACRM SA Inc. Meetings are held at 1st Gilberton Scout Hall, 3A Redmond Rd,
Collinswood. SA.
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PRESSIE’S PRATTLE; Phil 48:
As we slowly emerge from the old Covid norm, we can look forward to a second
meeting (25th August), post Covid shut-down, which I guess will be the start of a
new post-Covid norm, in whatever form it takes. I’m quietly optimistic that we have
done enough to avert a second wave, thus avoiding a lock-down situation.
While, one of the side effects of Covid restrictions is maybe a little more than an
inconvenience to most of us, bare a thought for the businesses that rely on our
patronage just to exist, let alone turn a profit and keep thousands of Australians In
employment.
Our first meeting once the scout hall re-opened for use again, went down well and
only a few things were different. Cleanliness was the main push, which consisted of
us disinfecting all chairs and other things used or touched while in use. John 232 &
Chris 49 provided hand sanitiser and Chris also took a container of industrial
strength wipes to clean all the spots that were touched. One notable change to
gatherings nowadays is the social distancing and another covid-19 only practice is to
sign a register of attendance, a government initiative that hopefully makes people
accountable by knowing who else may have been around at the time if a person is
later diagnosed positive. I would think by now everyone has the Covid-safe app on
their mobile phone so the register is a second important way the authorities can warn
others if they had been in close range of a Covid-19 carrier, thus enabling them to be
tested earlier than waiting until, they too, showed symptoms. I would like to think
that all our members have practiced good home isolation so when they attend the
odd legitimate function, they do so with minimal chance of affecting others.
If you haven’t got it you can’t spread it. Which brings me to the next subject,
Facemasks. Initially, it was quoted that my mask protects you and your mask,
protects me. However it has since been expanded to wearing a facemask will reduce
the chance of airborne contamination.
Now, I’m no expert so don’t quote me on any of this, but I believe the virus doesn’t
last long in the air, however it is viable on a surface for a longer period of time,
hence the warning about holding shopping trolleys and petrol pumps without
sanitisation or at least using paper towel as a go-between and then discarding it.
Just so you are all wondering why I didn’t start with my usual rant of where did that
month go? Let me say that if ever a mag time snuck up on me it was this one
because on Thursday, while outside at Dodgey’s funeral, Dick 21 said, “See you
Tuesday night,” but my blank stare made him follow up with, “It is meeting night
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isn’t it?” So yes, if ever a mag snuck up on me, it was this one. In my credit
though, I had started it ages ago but that wasn’t necessarily a good thing as you will
soon learn. My old trusty laptop with that dinosaur XP on it was nobbled with some
idiot problem that disabled the Keyboard and a re install only lasted a short time
before it happened again so I was reduced to a lappy running Win 7 and a horrible
version of Office 7 to write the mag with – OR the new one that is supposed to be
the schmick new Windows 10, which has Open Office on it and although it’s great
for general word processing, it is not very Word compatible, at least not for
formatting things. I loaded the mag into it and started writing articles, then duly
saving it.
After the rude awakening that let me know I had 2 days to get the mag out, I did a
clean install on the XP lap-top, reinstalled Office and loaded the September mag that
I had saved in Open Office and was presented with a front page that was everywhere
and not everything I’d written was in place either. Not only did I have to copy a
cover from an earlier mag over, I still had to reconstruct half the mag from scratch.
Basically, it was as though I hadn’t made a start on the mag at all. One thing
positive from it, I was forced to make time to reinstall XP and Office on “Old
faithful.” For the time being, at least, things have returned to satisfactory normal
around here. Okay, with that said, I’d better get on with things.

TREASURE TROVE; Chris 49
Vale, Dodgy Joe; Chris 49:
Apart from any apparent generosity you’ll read about in 48’s article, one year Joe
decided that the women at Main control needed to be
recognized. He had 24 hour key rings made and engraved
for us and was to present them at the 24 hour presentation
night but chickened out so they were handed out by a 24hour committee member at a later date. It is something
that I treasure and so far, still looks too good to use. See
picture, also note, it was during the long reign of the
Truscott Hi-Fi 24 Hour Trial
Dodgey? Maybe – but always, a gentleman.
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TO’s TWEET;Bill 78:
Firstly, an apology from the editor. I was supposed to print this in the July mag but
after locating Bill’s jokes I forgot to go back for this article.
EMERGENCY MOBILE PHONE PROTOCOL.
There are basically three mobile phone carriers in South Australia, irrelevant on your
provider, there comes a time when your are in a “Black Spot” for signal coverage.
Hope is not lost, if you require to call the 000 emergency phone number, try the
number of 112. This number is irrelevant of your provider, the phone seeks out the
nearest and strongest signal. The call will be answered by a 000 phone call centre
and take your call through to the appropriate operator.
Remember the number is 112.
During the COVID 19 outbreak, I have been giving the computer and YOU TUBE a
bashing and have seen items from Germany of emergency vehicles at incidents and
the phone number of 112. Maybe this is where the number originated?
I do know that in the last six months that after locating some accidents on the
notorious Gorge Road, (a noted phone black spot) that I have been able to contact
and have emergency services responded to the incidents.

RALLY ROUND_UP Trev 120
No one could have guessed that the Mallala (Gil Harris) Trial would be the last one
for 2020, mind you the 24 hadn’t been cancelled at that point so although things
were looking pretty slim, the Gill Harris Trial went off like a dream, albeit, there
was many more man-hours that went into pulling it off, than what was visibly
obvious. From ACRM’s point of view there wasn’t much difference to any other
trial but it shouldn’t be forgotten that the Levis Club worked non-stop to comply
with thousands of rules, the like of which have never been seen before. Whether
said rules and the work required had any bearing on the 24-hour Committee’s
decision I’ll never know but from what 48 told me, it very well may have been in the
back of their minds during crunch moment.
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Back to the Gill Harris Trial, I mentioned last month about the paperwork delays. A
delay that saw us doing the final bits in the last week – but there was one advantage
this year, two actually. The first being their map, which was so good we used it as
is.

TUCK’S TALES; Graham: 141:

It seems that as we gradually start to see some relief from one set of restrictions due to
Covid–19, another burst of infections hit the state and we go backwards.
I must admit that the state government and the federal government seem to be acting
very responsibly, and it is a credit to the opposition in each case that they are supporting the
actions of both groups.
However, poor old Victoria, seems to go from bad to worse.
The border closures have been partly successful. I say partially because there are still idiots
who just don’t care and keep sneaking in to our State at a risk to all.
Of course, the added inconvenience to ACRM has been the postponing and cancellation of
events, although it is a pleasure to see that Mallala, and the 24-hour have now been put back
on the calendar.
Unfortunately, before this article even went to print the
last bit was already old news and is modified by the editor.
Please note as mentioned elsewhere, the 24, now known as the Hardi 24Hr, has been postponed until the July weekend in 2021 and will, I
believe, start from Kapunda.

Trial up-date; Phil 48:
Following references to the 24-Hour Trial's cancellation each
month, including a new date of Sept 5th-6th, I can report that
it has been cancelled for 2020. To say cancelled and offer
no reason would be scandalous so, although I'm hardly the most qualified to talk
about it, I'll cover what I know.
Firstly, it was not a decision made lightly. The 24-Hour Committee had to go
through reams of paperwork pertaining to holding the trial during covid-19 times.
We witnessed first hand at Mallala a small scale version of what a covid conditions
trial would be like and there was nothing small-scale about that. In fact, the Gill
Harris Trial, although trying, was a successful event and I’ll try to cover that
separately.
I'm guessing a Logistical nightmare somewhat approaches the intricacies of pulling
off a trial during these times. We are told on TV what the current rules are but what
isn’t mentioned is the preparation which goes into insuring those rules are followed
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– and followed doesn’t mean sort-of, it means exactly. We’ve all stood in line at the
bank or in a department store and witnessed the lines and barriers with marks at
intervals on the floor. Okay, so what’s so hard about that? Nothing, from our point
of view but consider if you will the person who has to mark out and make all those
lines maintain distancing rules. Now put yourself on a spot somewhere at Main and
think about how hard it would be to fit thousands of people into an area which is
normally elbow-bumpingingly close and somehow have everyone maintain the
recommended distance apart.
How many of you are aware that guards have to be employed to make sure the rules
are obeyed?
I’d pull the plug on an event for this next rule alone. Toilets have to be cleaned and
disinfected regularly, maybe as often as every 15 to 20 minutes. (Expletive,
Expletive).
The Twenty four in its 96 year history has only been cancelled 3 times and apart
from during the Second World War (1940-46), in 1957-58 it was cancelled due to
low entries, 17 I believe. Interestingly, the cancellation was in a time, not unlike
now, the slump (recession) followed the Influenza pandemic that killed thousands of
people around the world. It sounds all too familiar to our current pandemic and
pending recession, except that the current pandemic has already killed more people
and it’s a long way from over.
That however, makes it sound a bit negative and it’s not what I mean. We have to
make sure that we see 100 years of the Twenty-four.
Over the years we have had many articles written after a 24-Hour Trial and each has
been interesting because it was submitted by the monitor who went through it.
Over the next few years, leading up to the 100th year, I’d like to have some more
articles sent in so we can run another 24-Hour mag in the lead up to it.
I’d like to kick this off with Joe and the bus, a story about a bloke who was a bit of a
24 hour legend, with the accent sadly on was, as I found out today, he died on the
14th August. He was known around the Bike Event World as Dodgey Joe and while
dodgey he may have been, his forte was getting a group together who operated from
his bus to run their control. Over the years we worked with Joe, we usually
provided a radio operator to work with him but in 2013 he joined ACRM so he
could do the radio at his control, thus freeing up an operator for other purposes. His
callsign was ACRM 210. During this time, a few of his group also joined ACRM.
Mark & Sharron back in 1998, followed by Paul 490 in 2010 and Dean 211 in 2015.
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So, why the name Dodgey Joe? Well I guess one needs to analyse the meaning of
Dodgey and draw your own conclusions. Usually dodgey is used to mean
suspicious or unreliable and not to be trusted, however Joe was not really any of
those, although if you could stretch suspicious out to include anything could happen,
usually at someone else’s expense, dodgey might be accurate. His controls were
never standard or boring. From mundane to surprising, the riders could expect
anything,. All in the name of fun and just something to make a control interesting.
One year his control was done up as a Bus-stop, I guess that was mundane compared
to a previous year when the riders pulled into his control and were greeted by some
very scantily dressed ladies with their best assets on show to excite the boys. I don’t
recall anything more extreme than that. Unfortunately his bus broke down and his
health limited his chance of fixing it so in latter years, his attendance was limited to
his car and things just weren’t the same. Anyone who remembers Joe and the Bus
will also remember the obligatory coffee and Tim Tam you were forced to share
with him. Although forced may be a bit inaccurate, I don’t recall any arms being
twisted to make one sit down for a heaping, helping of hospitality at the Dodgey Joe
Diner.
In order to put the record straight, Joe was christened Dennis but evidently hated it
and preferred to be called Joe. It was in his teens when he started a mechanical
repair shop, which soon earned the name Dodgey Joes workshop. As I said draw
your own conclusion.
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AUSTRALIAN CITIZEN RADIO MONITORS
South Australia Incorporated.
PO Box 69 MUNNO PARA SA 5115

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE DUE
Fees for the 2020-2021 season were due on the first of July 2020. To remain
financial and continue to receive the Communicator, please send the remittance slip
and your fees to The Treasurer at the above address.

FULL MEMBERSHIP:

(includes the Communicator.)

$14.00

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP:

(resides at same address & shares Communicator.) $7.00

COMMUNICATOR ONLY:

(Auxiliary members, Affiliates & Life members.)

$7.00

To avoid confusion read this carefully.
Two month’s extension, due to late, late notice of renewal.
Full = Normal membership, at least one member residing at the same address must be a full
member. Cost breakdown membership $7, Communicator $7
Associate = Associate to a full member and residing at the same location. Shares the
Communicator. Only pays the membership fee, $7.00.
Communicator only = For auxiliary and Life members who wish to get the
communicator. Auxiliary also includes members of affiliated
clubs. VKS-737 comes into this category.
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To remain financial, please send your remittance. A Grace period of one month is afforded
to late payers, which means you will get the Oct issue, with a remittal reminder form
attached, if no contact with the committee is made to work out payment options, that person
shall be deemed non-financial and the Communicator will discontinue.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cut along dotted line
If you are exempt from fees (Sponsors, Advertisers etc, or have already paid for the 20202021 period, please disregard this notice.
If you are unsure of your financial status, contact the Treasurer on 85226081, or write to The
Treasurer ACRM SA Inc. Your Postal Communicator address label also has the expiry date
on it. Those who receive the Communicator via email, should contact the Treasurer.
If paying at a meeting, fill in the remittance form and hand it to the Treasurer.
If paying by post, complete the remittance form and, along with your cheque or postal order,
return it to the above address.
Do not send cash in the post.
Is your postal address correct? If not, use the remittance form to correct it. If insufficient
space, please include a separate sheet.
NAME/NAMES ____________________________ACRM Number/s__________________
___________________________________________

__________________

ADDRESS_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
STATE_______________________________
AMOUNT ENCLOSED:
Please Tick

FULL

$ ____-___

POST CODE __________

being for _____ years subscription:

ASSOCIATE

COMMUNICATOR ONLY

_______________________________________________________________
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LAST MONTH’S

Birthday greetings.

CROSSWORD ANSWERS
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I’m pleased to report that we
did get favourable reports about
Michelle’s crossword; some
commented that it was easier than
usual and others liked the general
feel of it. Sort of a younger
perception on things, meaning the
words were a whole new experience.
Anyhow, you will find another of
hers in this mag and with a little bit
of luck more to come.
Another good reason for a
new compiler is to perhaps stop a
few more of my spelling mistakes,
eg. 17 across was perspiration not
persperation, which in turn would
make 16 down wrong, unless Ligato
has become a word recently.

.Birthday greetings for September are
extended to:
Jean 318 for the 3rd.
Elaine 43 for the 10th.
Karl 372 for the 12th.
Phil 48 for the
22nd.
We wish you all Many Happy returns
of the day.
We used to run a Wanted to sell, buy
or exchange article here in the past but
without member’s wanting to
advertise, it’s become a non-event.
However, if members have items for
sale etc, contact the editor and it will
be re-introduced immediately.
Wanted to sell buy or exchange ads are
free to members and can run until sold
and/or you notify us to take it out.
Adds can be placed by post to our Box
number, by phone or SMS (text) to
Phil 48, 0400390800 and email
phil.48@bigpond.com
_______________________________
Reminder, Reminder, Reminder.
What the hell are you talking about fool?
There was no remittance-form included.
My blunder. I modified the form to suit
this year’s dates but didn’t include it. For
that I apologise and thank those who sent
in subs regardless. At the risk of being a
complete idiot, it’ll be in this mag.
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Member’s Contributions To Our Delinquency
I had just started this section of the mag when Chris related an article she was
reading and it suited the spot so here it is, the 48’s-scrunched version anyway.
A son took his mother out for a birthday meal and handed her a Birthday card which
read,

Forget the past, you can’t change it.
Forget the future, you can’t predict it and as for the present,
Forget that too, I didn’t get you one.
141 has sent in a few jokes for September
BLONDE ON THE SUN
A Russian, an American, and a Blonde were talking one day.
The Russian said, 'We were the first in space!'
The American said, 'We were the first on the moon!'
The Blonde said, 'So what? We're going to be the first on the sun!' The Russian and
the American looked at each other bewildered and shook their heads.
'You can't land on the sun, you idiot!
You'll burn up!' said the Russian.
To which the Blonde replied, 'We're not stupid, you know. We'll time it to go at
night!'
Editor: I noticed this used to be an Irish joke, it started off with, A Russian,
an American and an Irishman were talking one day!!
What surprises me in this age of PC (political correctness) that rubbishing the Irish
is now a sensitive subject but its okay to have open season on blondes.
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Apart from the one Irish to Blonde joke, here are a couple more that just wouldn’t
work if pointed at the fairer sex so PC has just gone out the window.
Six retired Irishmen were playing poker in O'Leary's apartment when Paddy Murphy
loses $500 on a single hand, clutches his chest, and drops dead at the table. Showing
respect for their fallen brother, the other five continue playing standing up.
Michael O'Connor looks around and asks, 'Oh, me boys, someone got's to tell
Paddy's wife. Who’s it gonna be?
They draw straws. Paul Gallagher picks the short one. They tell him to be discreet,
be gentle, don't make a bad situation any worse.
'Discreet I'm the most discreet Irishmen you'll ever meet. Discretion be me middle
name. Leave it to me.'
Gallagher goes over to Murphy's house and knocks on the door. Mrs. Murphy
answers, and asks what he wants.
Gallagher declares, 'Your husband just lost $500, and is afraid to come home.'
'Tell him to drop dead!', says Murphy's wife..
'Awerite, I'll go tell him.' says Gallagher.
___________________________________________________________________
Into a Belfast pub comes Paddy Murphy, looking like he'd just been run over by a
train. His arm is in a sling, his nose is broken, his face is cut, and bruised, and he's
walking with a limp.
'What happened to you?' asks Sean, the bartender.
'Micheal O'Connor and me had a fight,' says Paddy
'That little scrawny runt O'Connor??’ Says Sean, 'How could he do that to you?? He
must have had something in his hand.’
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'That he did,' says Paddy, 'a shovel is what he had, and a terrible beatin' he gave me
wid it.'
'Well,' says??Sean, 'you should have defended yourself ta same. Didn't you have
something in your hand?
“Aye, I did,” said Paddy. “Mrs. O'Connor's breast! and a thing of beauty it was but
of no bloody use in a fight.

Finally, the scourge of the marvellous, modern telephone.
What to do with those annoying foreigners who delight in wrecking a perfectly good
day.
Next time you get that unwanted call, try a few of these responses.
1. " Mr. (Any name) is happy to speak to you. His billing rate is $500 per hour. If
you'll give me your credit card number now, I'll book a time slot just for you."
2. "Oh, I thought you were my ride? Can you Uber a car for me?"
3. "I'm busy now, but I'm free around midnight. Can I have your home phone
number so I can call you back?"
4. "I am planning to audition for The Voice next week. I've been practicing Sinatra's
"My Way." Could you tell me what you think?"
5. "What are you wearing?"
6. "Do you want to know what I'm wearing?"
7. "Can you please call back? I am on the other line with my proctologist and he is
trying to explain to me why I am a perfect ass."
8. "I am so glad you called. I just finished memorising the Gettysburg Address. Can
I try it out on you?"
Use your imagination; the tricks you can pull are endless.
_______________________________________________________________
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IN THE KITCHEN WITH CHRIS 49.

COFFEE AND WALNUT RING
Oil or melted butter, for greasing
¾ cup unsalted butter, softened
3 eggs, beaten
1 tsp coffee extract
4 tblspns maple syrup

1½ cups plain flour
1 tblspn baking powder
generous ¾ cup light brown sugar
2/3 cup chopped walnuts
Walnut halves, to decorate

Method: - Preheat oven to 325°F/160°C. Grease a 6¾ -cup tube cake pan,
preferably nonstick.
Sift the flour and baking powder into a large bowl and add the butter, sugar, eggs
and coffee extract. Beat well until the mixture is smooth, then stir in the chopped
walnuts.
Spoon the mixture into the prepared pan and smooth the surface with a spatula.
Bake in the preheated oven for 40-45 minutes, or until risen, firm, and golden
brown.
Let cool in the pan for 10 minutes, then turn out carefully onto a wire rack. While
the cake is still warm, spoon over half the maple syrup. To serve, top with walnut
halves and drizzle with remaining maple syrup.
P.S. I call the tube pan a ring pan.
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BANANA CAKE WITH CARAMEL FROSTING
Oil or melted butter, for greasing
1 tblspn baking powder
1/3 cup sour cream
3 eggs, beaten
2 ripe bananas, mashed
Frosting
3 tblspns unsalted butter
2 tblspns sour cream

1½ cups plain flour
1/3 cup unsalted butter, softened
generous ¾ cup light brown sugar
1 tsp vanilla extract

3 tblspns light brown sugar
¾ cup icing sugar

Method: - Preheat oven to 325°F/160°C. Grease and line an 8-inch/20cm square,
deep cake pan.
Sift the flour and baking powder into a large bowl and add the butter, sour cream,
brown sugar, eggs and vanilla extract. Beat well until the mixture is smooth. Stir in
the bananas.
Spoon the mixture into the prepared pan and smooth the surface with a spatula.
Bake in the preheated oven for about 1 hour, or until risen and golden brown.
Let cool in the pan for 10 minutes, then turn out and finish cooling on a wire rack.
For the frosting, put the butter and brown sugar into a pan and simmer gently,
stirring for about 2 minutes. Remove from the heat and beat in the sour cream and
icing sugar. Let cool for 30-40 minutes, or until thick enough to hold its shape.
Spread the frosting over the top of the cake, swirling with a knife.
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APPLESAUCE CAKE
Oil or melted butter, for greasing 1½ cups plain flour
1 tblspn corn flour
1 tblspn baking powder
¾ cup unsalted butter, softened
3 eggs, beaten
1 tsp vanilla extract
lemon juice, for brushing
1 apple
scant 1 cup applesauce or thick apple puree
generous ¾ cup superfine sugar, plus extra for sprinkling
Method: - Preheat the oven to 350°F/180°C. Grease and line the bottoms of two 8inch/20-cm layer cake pans.
Sift the flour, corn flour and baking powder into a large bowl and add the butter,
sugar, eggs and vanilla extract. Beat well until the mixture is smooth. Stir in 1/3
cup of applesauce.
Divide the mixture between the prepared pans and smooth the surfaces with a
spatula. Bake in the preheated oven for25-30 minutes or until risen, firm and golden
brown.
Let cool in the pans for 5 minutes, then turn out carefully and finish cooling on a
wire rack. Use the remaining applesauce to sandwich the cakes together.
Core and thinly slice the apple and brush with lemon juice. Arrange the slices on
top of the cake to decorate, then sprinkle with a little superfine sugar.
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Guest compiler.
Michelle Richards
September ‘20

ACROSS
1. Cost. (4).
3. Expansion (8)
9. Remove. (4,3)
10. Chaplain (5).
11. Self Government. (12).
13. Stable.(6).
15. Reflect. (6).
17. Commands. (12).
20. Goods carried. (5).
21. Pig’s foot . (7).
22. Heater. (8)
23. Stake. (4).

DOWN
1 Greasiest . (8)
.2. Scraped. (5)
4. To have a plan. (6)
5. A rise in value. (12)
6. Persuader. (7)
7. Christmas. (4)
8. Companies. (12)
12. Conserve. (8).
14. Inner vertebra. (7).
16. Delicate. (6).
18. Regularly. (5)
19. Performed well. (4).

A word of thanks to our sponsors, Foodland Gawler, Robern Menz, Office
Works, Maccas & K Mart. Their assistance is greatly appreciated. Please show your
support by supporting them.
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